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Abstract
Let R be a Noetherian ring, I an ideal of R and M an R-module
with cd(I,M) = c. In this article, we first show that there exists a
descending chain of ideals I = Ic ) Ic−1 ) · · · ) I0 of R such that for
each 0 ≤ i ≤ c − 1, cd(Ii,M) = i and that the top local cohomology
module HiIi(M) is not Artinian. We then give sufficient conditions
for a non-negative integer t to be a lower bound for cd(I,M) and
use this to conclude that in non-catenary Noetherian local integral
domains, there exist prime ideals that are not set theoretic complete
intersection. Finally, we set conditions which determine whether or
not a top local cohomology module is Artinian.
Keywords: Top local cohomology modules, Cohomological dimensions, Set
theoretic complete intersections.
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1 Introduction
Throughout, R denote a commutative Noetherian ring with unity, I an ideal
of R. For an R-module M , the i-th local cohomology module of M with
support in I is defined as
HiI(M) = lim
→
ExtiR(R/I
n,M).
∗Corresponding author
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For details about the local cohomology modules, we refer the reader to [4]
and [7].
One of the important invariant related to local cohomology modules is the
cohomological dimension of M with respect to I, denoted by cd(I,M), and
defined as:
cd(I,M) = sup {i ∈ N | HiI(M) 6= 0}.
If M = R, we write cd(I) instead of cd(I, R).
There are two interesting questions related to local cohomology modules, the
first one is to determine the lower and upper bounds for cd(I,M) and the
second one is to determine whether or not HiI(M) is Artinian(see e.g. [1], [5],
[6], [8], [9] and [10]).
Our results in this regard are as follows:
In section 2, we show that for an R-module M with cd(I,M) = c, there is a
descending chain of ideals
I = Ic ) Ic−1 ) · · · ) I0
of R such that for each 0 ≤ i ≤ c, cd(Ii,M) = i, and that the top local
cohomology module HiIi(M) is not Artinian.
In section 3, we prove a result that gives a sufficient condition for an integer
to be a lower bound for the cohomological dimension, cd(I,M), of M at
I. One of the important conclusion of this result is that over a Noetherian
local ring (R,m), for a finitely generated R-module M of dimension n and an
ideal I of R with dim(M/IM) = d ≥ 1, n− d is a lower bound for cd(I,M)
and if moreover cd(I,M) = n − d, then Hd
m
(Hn−dI (M))
∼= Hnm(M). As an
application of this result, we show that in non-catenary Noetherian local
integral domains, there exist prime ideals that are not set theoretic complete
intersection.
In section 4, we examine the Artinianness and non-Artinianness of top local
cohomology modules.
2 Descending Chains With Successive Coho-
mological Dimensions
In this section, we prove the existence of descending chains of ideals and
locally closed sets with successive cohomological dimensions. The main result
of this section is the following:
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Theorem 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring, I an ideal of R and M an R-
module with cd(I,M) = c > 0. Then there is a descending chain of ideals
I = Ic ) Ic−1 ) · · · ) I0
such that cd(Ii,M) = i for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ c. Moreover H
i
Ii
(M) is not Artinian
for all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ c− 1.
Proof. Consider the set
S = { J ( I | cd(J,M) < c }.
Clearly, the zero ideal belongs to S and so S is a non-empty subset of ideals
of R. Since R is Noetherian, S has a maximal element, say Ic−1. We claim
that cd(Ic−1,M) = c−1. To prove this, let x ∈ I \Ic−1 and so Ic−1+Rx ⊆ I.
But then it follows from the maximality of Ic−1 in S and Remark 8.1.3 of [4]
that
c ≤ cd(Ic−1 +Rx,M) ≤ cd(Ic−1,M) + 1 < c+ 1.
Hence cd(Ic−1 +Rx,M) = c. Now consider the exact sequence
· · · // (Hc−1Ic−1(M))x
// HcIc−1+Rx(M)
// HcIc−1(M) = 0 .
Since HcIc−1+Rx(M) is nonzero, it follows that (H
c−1
Ic−1
(M))
x
is nonzero, then
so is Hc−1Ic−1(M). Therefore the claim follows.
Iterating this argument, one can obtain a descending chain of ideals, as de-
sired.
For the second part, let x ∈ Ii+1 \ Ii and consider the ideal Ii + Rx. Then
it follows from the construction of the ideal Ii that cd(Ii +Rx,M) = i + 1.
Now HiIi(M) is non-Artinian follows from Corollary 4.1 of [5].
Recall that a subspace Z of a topological space X is said to be locally
closed, if it is the intersection of an open and a closed set. Let X be a
topological space, Z ⊆ X be a locally closed subset of X and let F be an
abelian sheaf on X . Then the ith local cohomology group of F with support
in Z is denoted by H iZ(X,F ). We refer the reader to [7] and [11] for its
definition and details.
If, in particular, X = Spec(R) is an affine scheme, where R is a commutative
Noetherian ring, and F = M∼ is the quasi coherent sheaf on X associated
to an R-module M , we write H iZ(M) instead of H
i
Z(X,M
∼).
The following corollary may be considered as an easy application of our result
above.
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Corollary 2.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M an R-module and I an ideal
of R such that cd(I,M) = c > 1. Then there is a descending chain of locally
closed sets
Tc−1 ) Tc−2 ) · · · ) T1
in Spec(R) such that cd(Ti,M) = i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c− 1.
Proof. Let I be an ideal of R with cd(I,M) = c > 1. Then it follows from
Theorem 2.1 that there is a descending chain of ideals
I = Ic ) Ic−1 ) · · · ) I1 ) I0
such that cd(Ii,M) = i for all 0 ≤ i ≤ c. Let now Ui = V (Ii) and define the
locally closed sets Ti := U1 \ Ui+1. Then it is easy to see that
Tc−1 ) Tc−2 ) · · · ) T1.
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 1.2 of [11] that there is a long
exact sequence,
· · · // HjU1(M)
// HjTi(M)
//Hj+1Ui+1(M)
// Hj+1U1 (M)
// · · ·
As HjUi(M)
∼= H
j
Ii
(M) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ c− 1 and for all j ≥ 0, it follows from
the above long exact sequence that cd(Ti,M) = i.
3 Lower Bound For Cohomological Dimen-
sion
The main purpose of this section is to establish a lower bound for cohomo-
logical dimension and, in this regard, we prove the following theorem which
gives a sufficient condition for an integer t to be a lower bound for cd(I,M).
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M an R-module (not necessarily
finitely generated) and I an ideal of R with dim(R/I +AnnM) = d. Let
t ≥ 0 be an integer. If there exists an ideal J of R such that Hd+tI+J(M) 6= 0,
then t is a lower bound for cd(I,M). Moreover, if cd(I,M) = t, then
HdJ(H
t
I(M))
∼= Hd+tI+J(M)
and dimSupp(HtI(M)) = d.
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Proof. Consider the Grothendieck’s spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = H
p
J(H
q
I(M)) =⇒ H
p+q
I+J(M)
and look at the stage p + q = n. Since Supp(HqI(M)) ⊆ V (I) ∩ Supp(M) ⊆
V (I + AnnM), dimSupp(HqI(M)) ≤ d for all q. Therefore it follows from
Grothendieck’s vanishing theorem that for all p > d, Ep,d+t−p2 = 0. But then
since from the hypothesis Hd+tI+J(M) does not vanish, there is at least one
p ≤ d such that
Ep,d+t−p2 = H
p
J(H
d+t−p
I (M)) 6= 0.
Hence Hd+t−pI (M) 6= 0 and so cd(I,M) ≥ d+ t− p ≥ t.
If, in particular, cd(I,M) = t, then Ep,q2 = 0 for all q > t. Now from the
subsequent stages of the spectral sequence
Ed−k,t+k−1k
// Ed,tk
// Ed+k,t−k+1k
and the fact that Ed−k,t+k−1k = E
d+k,t−k+1
k = 0 for all k ≥ 2, we have E
d,t
∞ =
Ed,t2 . Hence H
d
J(H
t
I(M))
∼= Hd+tI+J(M).
Since HdJ(H
t
I(M)) 6= 0, it follows from Grothendieck’s vanishing theorem
that dimSupp(HtI(M)) ≥ d. On the other hand, since dimSupp(H
t
I(M)) ≤
dim(R/I +AnnM) = d, we conclude that dimSupp(HtI(M)) = d.
So far, for a finitely generated R- module M , the best known lower bound
for cd(I,M) is htM(I) = ht I(R/AnnM). As an immediate consequence of
Theorem 3.1, we sharpen this bound to dim(M)− dim(M/IM) ≥ htM(I).
Corollary 3.2. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, M a finitely generated
R-module of dimension n and I an ideal of R such that dim(M/IM) = d.
Then n− d is a lower bound for c = cd(I,M). Moreover, if c = n− d, then
Hdm(H
n−d
I (M))
∼= Hnm(M)
and dimSupp(Hn−dI (M)) = d.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact that Hnm(M) 6= 0.
For an ideal I of R, it is a well-known fact that ht(I) ≤ cd(I) ≤ ara(I),
where ara(I) denotes the smallest number of elements of R required to gen-
erate I up to radical. If, in particular, ara(I) = cd(I) = ht(I), then I is
called a set-theoretic complete intersection ideal. Determining set-theoretic
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complete intersection ideals is a classical and long-standing problems in com-
mutative algebra and algebraic geometry. Many questions related to an ideal
I to being a set-theoretic complete intersection are still open, see [12] for
more details. Varbaro in [13] show that under certain conditions there exists
ideals I satisfying the property that cd(I) = ht(I), knowing the existence of
ideals with such properties, we have the following:
Corollary 3.3. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring of dimension n and
I an ideal of R with d = dim(R/I) such that cd(I) = ht(I) = h. Then
dim(R) = ht(I) + dim(R/I) and
Hn−h
m
(HhI (R))
∼= Hnm(R).
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.2 that dim(R)−dim(R/I) ≤ cd(I) = ht(I),
while the other side of the inequality always holds. Therefore dim(R) =
ht(I) + dim(R/I). Now the required isomorphim follows from Corollary
3.2.
We end this section with the following conclusion :
Corollary 3.4. Let (R,m) be a non-catenary Noetherian local domain of
dimension n. Then there is at least one prime ideal of R that is not a set
theoretic complete intersection.
Proof. Since R is non-catenary, there is a prime ideal p of R such that ht(p) <
n − dim(R/p). Then it follows from Corollary 3.3 that cd(p) 6= ht(p) and
therefore p can not be a set theoretic complete intersection ideal.
4 Artinianness and Non-Artinianness of Top
Local Cohomology Modules
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and M an R-module of dimension n.
Recall that if M is a coatomic or a weakly finite (in particular, finitely gen-
erated, I-cofinite, or a balanced big Cohen Macaulay) module, then Hn
m
(M)
is nonzero and Artinian [[2], [3]].
In light of this information, we have the following results the first of which
is the generalization of Theorem 7.1.6 of [4]:
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Theorem 4.1. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and M an R-module of
dimension n such that Hn
m
(M) is Artinian. Then HnI (M) is Artinian for all
ideals I of R.
Proof. We use induction on d = dim(R/I). If d = 0, then I is an m-primary
ideal and so HnI (M)
∼= Hnm(M) is Artinian.
Let now d > 0 and suppose the hypothesis is true for all ideals J of R with
dim(R/J) < d.
Choose an element x ∈ m such that dim(R/(I +Rx)) = d − 1 < d. Then
by induction hypothesis, HnI+Rx(M) is Artinian. Now consider the exact
sequence
· · · // HnI+Rx(M) // H
n
I (M) // H
n
I (Mx) // · · ·
Since HnI+Rx(M) is Artinian and H
n
I (Mx) = 0 (dim(Mx) < n, as x ∈ m), it
follows from the above exact sequence that HnI (M) is Artinian.
Recall that a class S of R-modules is a Serre subcategory of the category
of R-modules, C(R), when it is closed under taking submodules, quotients
and extensions. The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M an R-module (not necessarily
finitely generated) and let S be a Serre subcategory of C(R). Let I and J be
two ideals of R such that Ht+iJ (H
c−i
I (M)) ∈ S for all 0 < i ≤ c = cd(I,M)
and Ht+cI+J(M) /∈ S for some positive integer t. Then H
t
J(H
c
I(M)) /∈ S.
Proof. Consider the Grothendieck’s spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = H
p
J(H
q
I(M)) =⇒ H
p+q
I+J(M)
and look at the stage p + q = c + t. Let now 0 < i ≤ c = cd(I,M). Since
Et+i,c−i∞ = E
t+i,c−i
r for sufficiently large r and E
t+i,c−i
r is a subquotient of
Et+i,c−i2 ∈ S, E
t+i,c−i
∞ ∈ S for all 0 < i ≤ c = cd(I,M).
On the other hand, since Et,c2 = H
t
J(H
c
I(M)) =⇒ H
t+c
I+J(M), there exists a
finite filtration
0 = Φt+c+1Ht+c ⊆ Φt+c Ht+c ⊆ · · · ⊆ Φ1Ht+c ⊆ Φ0Ht+c = Ht+c
of Ht+c = Ht+cI+J(M) such that E
p,q
∞ = Φ
pHt+c/Φp+1Ht+c for all p+ q = t+ c.
Since for all p < t, Ep,q∞ = 0, we have that Φ
tHt+c = · · · = Φ1Ht+c =
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Φ0Ht+c = Ht+c. But then since Et+i,c−i∞ = Φ
t+i Ht+c/Φt+i+1Ht+c ∈ S for all
0 < i ≤ c, Φt+1Ht+c ∈ S and so it follows from the short exact sequence
0 // Φt+1Ht+c
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈S
// Ht+cI+J(M)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
/∈S
// Et,c∞ // 0
that Et,c∞ /∈ S. Since E
t,c
∞ is a subquotient of E
t,c
2 and E
t,c
∞ /∈ S, it follows that
Et,c2 = H
t
J(H
c
I(M)) /∈ S.
Corollary 4.3. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, M an R-module
of dimension n such that Hn
m
(M) 6= 0 with dim(R/I + AnnM) = d. If
H
cd(I,M)
I (M) is Artinian, then either cd(I,M) = n or H
n−i
m
(HiI(M)) 6= 0 for
some n− d ≤ i < cd(I,M).
Proof. We prove the contrapositive of the statement. Let S be the category of
zero module and suppose that c = cd(I,M) < n and Hn−i
m
(HiI(M)) = 0 ∈ S
for all n − d ≤ i < c. But then since Hnm(M) /∈ S, it follows from Theorem
4.2 that Hn−c
m
(HcI(M)) 6= 0. Hence dim Supp(H
c
I(M)) > 0 and so H
c
I(M) is
not Artinian.
The following results determine the Artinianness and non-Artinianness
of the top local cohomology module, H
cd(I,M)
I (M), for the ideals of small
dimension.
Theorem 4.4. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, M an R-module of
dimension n such that Hn
m
(M) is nonzero and Artinian and let I be an ideal
of R such that dim(R/I +AnnM) = 1. Then H
cd(I,M)
I (M) is Artinian if and
only if cd(I,M) = n.
Proof. Since dim(R/I +AnnM) = 1 and Hn
m
(M) 6= 0 , it follows from Theo-
rem 3.1 that either cd(I,M) = n− 1 or cd(I,M) = n. If cd(I,M) = n, then
by Theorem 4.1, HnI (M) is Artinian. If, on the other hand, cd(I,M) = n−1,
then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that dimSupp(Hn−1I (M)) = 1 and so
Hn−1I (M) is non-Artinian.
Theorem 4.5. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring, M an R-module of
dimension n such that Hn
m
(M) is nonzero and Artinian and let I be an ideal
of R with dim(R/I +Ann(M)) = 2. If H
cd(I,M)
I (M) is Artinian, then either
cd(I,M) = n, or cd(I,M) = n− 1 and H2m(H
n−2
I (M)) 6= 0.
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Proof. Since dim(R/I +AnnM) = 2 and Hn
m
(M) 6= 0, it follows from The-
orem 3.1 that n − 2 is a lower bound for cd(I,M). If cd(I,M) = n − 2,
then again by Theorem 3.1, dimSupp(Hn−2I (M)) = 2 and so H
cd(I,M)
I (M)
is non-Artinian. If, on the other hand, cd(I,M) = n, then from Theorem
4.1, H
cd(I,M)
I (M) is Artinian. Finally, if cd(I,M) = n − 1 and H
n−1
I (M) is
Artinian, then the result follows from Corollary 4.3.
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